
 Celtic Samhain: A Halloween conversion of Celtic Autumn 

I’ve broken my notes up into parts of the chart because I 
changed colors in the dress for symbols used in the border and 
lettering that I changed to other colors in those areas. Clear 
as mud, right? 

The letters are based on the letters from Autumn and the other 
celtic charts. I used the letter “I” as the base for H. I added 
the outstretched hand from the Celtic Winter chart. The hat I 
sort of roughly drafted out on graph paper and then tweaked as I 
stitched it, so forgive the roughness of the chart. I recommend 
playing around with the shape to get the hate as you want it. I 
did the hair and face under the hat as charted just skipping the 
parts the hat covered.  

All threads in her face and hair are as the original pattern has 
them.     

 

Beads: I used a no-name brand bead that didn’t have color names 
on them, but I have kept them pretty much as close to the colors 
as in the Celtic Autumn except I am using a copper color bead in 
place of the mocha one.         

Dress 

Original Color New Color (DMC brand) 

2001 742 

2002 741 

2003 971 

2004 970 

2005 740 

2006 608 

ecru 413 

644 310 



822 3799 

B5200 317 

829 550 

830 327 

831 3740 

832 3041 

833 3042 

834 3743 

 

I switched the gold metallic PB01 in the orange part of her 
skirt to DMC E310, but any black metallic thread would work. The 
rest I subbed out PB01 with Kreinik 202HL. 

Symbols in the large border motifs down the side 

924 c = 502 

926 filled in star =504 

3768 circle with half filled in =503   

2006 filled in triangle=550 

2004 S = 3740 

830 H =740 

832 X= 741 

356 * = 402 

2003 O = 971 In most of the motifs. In the left hand border the 
fourth design down (I’m counting the first letter as a second 
design in the left border) I changed it to 310 just because I 
wanted to tie the black shawl into the border. You can do it in 
the 971 or the black depending on your preference. 

 



I hope you enjoy stitching her as much as I did! 

Diana Garland 



Celtic Samhain Hat
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(This chart is printed using KG-Chart LE for Cross Stitch.)

Stitch Count: 49w x 49h
Finished Size: 8.89 cm x 8.89 cm (28  ct./inch)
Cloth: Evenweave
Cloth's Color: White
# of colors: 3 Colors

Color Table (DMC)

Cross Stitch

310

Metallic copper

3830  

Backstitch

310

the hat covered. 
All threads in her face and hair are as the original pattern has them.    

Beads: I used a no-name brand bead that didn’t have color names on them, but I have kept them pretty much as 
close to the colors as in the Celtic Autumn except I am using a copper color bead in place of the mocha one.        
Dress
Original Color New Color (DMC brand)
2001 742
2002 741
2003 971
2004 970
2005 740
2006 608
ecru 413
644 310
822 3799
B5200 317
829 550
830 327
831 3740
832 3041
833 3042
834 3743

I switched the gold metallic PB01 in the orange part of her skirt to DMC E310, but any black metallic thread 
would work. The rest I subbed out PB01 with Kreinik 202HL.
Symbols in the large border motifs down the side
924 c = 502
926 filled in star =504
3768 circle with half filled in =503  
2006 filled in triangle=550
2004 S = 3740
830 H =740
832 X= 741
356 * = 402
2003 O = 971 In most of the motifs. In the left hand border the fourth design down (I’m counting the first letter 
as a second design in the left border) I changed it to 310 just because I wanted to tie the black shawl into the 
border. You can do it in the 971 or the black depending on your preference.

I hope you enjoy stitching her as much as I did!
Diana Garland




